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Ever since Plato's "Myth of the Cave" we are used to seeing Images in a specific space. In "Plato's
Myth", prisoners are kept in a cave facing an interior wall, while behind them, at the entrance to the
cave, there is a lighted fire with some people with statues and flags passing in front of the fire. At the
same time, their shadows are projected onto the interior wall of the cave by fire's light. The prisoners
are looking at the moving shadows in that specific area of the wall. They are watching images as a
simulation, a "simulacreî of reality, not reality itself. The myth of Plato is a metaphor for the
Cinema.
Since that myth, audiences have gotten used to seeing images in a specific space. The journey of
visual Arts in History, which human beings have made for so long, encompasses all different styles
of Drawing - Painting - Photography, Cinematography, Television, etc... These styles were always
determinated by a specific area that allowed any visual artist to express himself on a "canvas on a
specific size". This canvas determines all visual arts to be a specific form of expression, not a copy
of reality.
Since the Lumiere brothers 100 years ago, a space has been framed in a very specific way, allowing
any filmakers since to think and to realize his art form through Composition, a word almost
forgotten in today's film industry.
Recently, any movie - no matter how big or small, successfull or not - will, after a very short life on
the big screen, have a much longer life on an electronic screen. Today, the Answer Print is made for
both of these two different media. The Cinematographer's work ends after having released an
Interpositive for theatrical distribution, and a Digital Master for video distribution.

Film "DICK TRACY"directed by Warren Beatty, composed with a Panoramic aspect ratio 1:1,85
but filmed with Academy gate for Television release at an aspect ratio of 1:1,375.
Having these two different media, with essentially two different aspect ratios, each of us (Directors,
Production Designers, Cinematographers, Camera Operators, etc.) shares the nightmare of
compromising the Composition of the Image. Looking trough a viewfinder, a camera, or a monitor,
we are always faced with at least two images of the same subject.
Since the Cinema is a language of Images, by changing the original composition of the
Cinematographic picture we are altering the linguistic expression, the style and indeed the Film itself.
It is like altering the size of an artist's painting to suit the wall where the painting is supposed to be

shown. A film in any video transfer, when recorded in Letterbox and in Full screen versions, is
without a doubt actually TWO different movies.
In the jungle of different aspect ratios in today's Cinema and Television, the upcoming advanced
HIGH DEFINITION VIDEO SYSTEM will introduce yet another one, an aspect ratio of about 1:
1,79. For a while, we will have three different Visual proportions, and therefore three different
Compositions, of the same movie.

ANAMORPHIC 1 : 2,35 (Gate 18,1 x 21mm) - HDV 1 : 1,79 (16/9) - Academy TV 1 : 1,375
(Gate 15,2 x 20,9mm) Film"THE LAST EMPEROR" directed by Bernardo Bertolucci,filmed with
aspect ratio 1 : 2,35 but originally composed at 1:2
I don't know who made this decision for a new aspect ratio,since it doesn't resolve any past, present
or future problems for a common composition between different media. I am not aware of any
Directors or Cinematographers who have been asked for their opinions about the possible new Area
or new Composition for future Audio-visual systems.
Some day in the future, any small screen film projector, in any Cineplex, will be replaced by an
electronic High Definition Video projector. Consequently any movie made for these small screening
rooms, particularly if they are intimate or psychological stories, will be directly recorded in High
Definition instead of in 35mm negative. This is a process that we can slow down or speed up, but it
cannot be stopped. But I also believe that audiences around the world will always have the need to
get together in a large "Amniotic Sac", so to speak, such a big Film Theatre, in order to participate in
the Collective Uncounscious of a big audience, watching on a large screen any epic-spectacular-big
romance story. This part of the world of cinema, in my opinion, will need to be filmed in 65 mm.
If all of this happens, then the future Audio-visuals recorded in these two different ways will depend
on the specific need of the story. Considering High Definition and 65mm, I think it would therefore
be sensible to propose a new standard for both.A new aspect ratio that will fit Future, Present, and
Past compositional needs. Currently 65mm is set at an aspect ratio of 1: 2,21 and High Definition at
about 1:1,79, so, if we remove the 0,21 from the 65mm, and if we add the same number on top of
High Definition TV, we will have a perfect balance between the two: that is, 1:2.

Film "CAPTAIN EO" directed by Francis Coppola. Relationship between 65mm aspect ratio 1:
2,21 and the aspect ratio of 1: 2.

Film "ARLECCHINO"directed by Giuliano Montaldo.Relationship between HDVS aspect ratio
1:1,79 and the aspect ratio of 1:2
This new aspect ratio or format will respect not only all Co-Authors who partecipate in the creation
of Images but also all audiences with their own right to see a picture as it was conceived, and this
new format will allow us to readily compose any new image in the future without being affected by
the media used, or on which screen it will be projected. In any case the image will eventually end up
on Laser Disc, HD in the same Composition. We can also fit into this electronic screen any past
films from the silent era, filmed in 1:1,33 or Academy 1:1,375 to all panoramic systems, including
1:1,66 - 1:1,75 - 1:1,85 anamorphic and 65 mm pictures will only have a very small modification on
the sides.

HD video screen 18/9 - aspect ratio of 1:2 - and "ONE FROM THE HEART" directed by Francis
Coppola. Filmed in 1:1,375

HD video screen 18/9 - aspect ratio of 1: 2 - and "THE CONFORMIST" directed by Bernardo
Bertolucci. Filmed in 1:1,66.

HD video screen 18/9 in Aspect ratio 1:2 and movie " REDS " directed by Warren Beatty filmed in
1:1,85.
Since the first public screening of a moving image, the Lumiere brothers defined the relationship
between the size of the film negative and the size of the screen. A portion of canvas, where our
dreams were and are realized, became the Standard for viewing films.
It was only after the advent of electronic images shown on television, that a need was felt to modify
and extend that magical space to which we were accustomed, in order to involve the viewer more in
the spectacle. By inventing too many systems ( Cinemascope - Vistavision - Cinerama - ToddAo Technirama etc..) each one so different from the other, they almost canceled one another out.
However, in recent times, the 70 mm print format seems to have become the Standard for the big
screen.
Just as we are generally trying to establish the right proportion in life, we should try to do so in
Cinema, with the right size negative for the right size screen: 16mm for viewing an image on a
Small Screen; 35mm for viewing an image on a Normal Screen; and 65mm for viewing an image
on a Big Screen.
This way, the right technology will be used to create the proper image. Also, it will create a respect
for the moviegoer. In today's film industry, unfortunately, almost all movies for the Big Screen are
shot on 35mm negative, most of them with Anamorphic Lenses and then, later, blown up to 70mm
print. This gives a false impression to the spectator, who thinks the movie he is seeing has been
created originally for the big screen. Recently, with new Cameras, new Film Negatives, and new
tecnology in the Laboratories, we don't need anything different on the set for filming in 65mm
negative, compared to shooting normally in Cinemascope. Dailies in anamorphic 35mm will make
possible all Post-Production normally in 35mm. From a direct Interpositive on 65mm, an
Internegative 65mm or a reduced Internegative for Anamorphic 35mm will provide Released Prints
in both requested formats.

Film "APOCALYPSE NOW ", directed by Francis Coppola, filmed in Technovision 1:2,35 and
transfered on video with a 1: 2 Aspect ratio.

UNIVISION
Today with a renewed determination, it is possible not only to set a new STANDARD of
composition, or format, for different forms of media distribution, but it is also possible to reduce the
cost of the production and of post-production. Today, in normal Panoramic Film, filmed in 1:1,85
there is a lot of wastage in Film Negative and Positive. With the new proposal of UNIVISION 1: 2

aspect ratio and Digital Optical Sound, using only THREE PERFORATIONS for frame on a
35mm Negative and Positive, it is possible to have:
-25% SAVED ON FILM NEGATIVE; with absolutely no compromise in the quality of the Image,
but actually increasing the average quality of any Panoramic and Anamorphisize Picture.
-25% MORE SHOOTING TIME in camera magazine; more creativity and great time saving in
shooting.
-25 % MORE SHOOTING TIME in Steadycam; great advantage in not loading small magazines so
often.
-QUIETER CAMERAS and PROJECTORS; because less film is moved through them.
-NO NEED ANAMORPHIC LENSES in Cameras and Projectors in order to project onto a large
screen
-NO DISTORTION IN VERTICAL and HORIZONTAL LINES because NO use of Anamorphic
lenses.
-GREATER DEPTH OF FIELD because NO use of Anamorphic lenses.
-LESS LIGHT in use because of Spherical lenses and NO use of Anamorphic lenses.
-FLICKER FREE from HMI-FLUORESCENT-XENON-MERCURY's Lights -Film
PROJECTORS - etc...etc... With 180 degree shutter and 25 frames per second in any country with
50 cycles corrent.
-NO NEED OF ANY INTERLOCK SYSTEM for a PERFECT SYNCHRONIZATION at 25
frames speed to any TELEVISION and Electronic images generated in 50 cycles.
-NO NEED OF ANY SPECIAL 24 - 25 frames TRANSFERING per AVID Editing System or
similar.
-NO PAN and SCANNING in transfering optical images to electronic images (High Definition
-NTSC-PAL-SECAM)
-SAME COMPOSITION in any media distribuition (Film-T V-High Definition -Laser
Disc-Tape-CD Rom etc... )
-25% SAVED on Film POSITIVE with absolutely no compromise in quality of Images, but
increaseing the average quality of Panoramic Pictures, because large area of Image and No use of
Anamorphic lenses.
-25% SAVED ON FILM STORAGE for Reference Print - Interpositive - Silver Master Separation
etc...

IMAGE AREA of Panoramic 1:1,85 into
35mm FILM NEGATIVE (11,35x21mm)

IMAGE AREA of UNIVISION 1:2 into
35mm FILM NEGATIVE (12x24mm)

Particularly for low to medium budget pictures:
SHOOTING: SPHERICAL LENSES. 35mm Film CAMERAS WITH A MOVEMENT OF
THREE PERFORATIONS per FRAME.
GATE 12 x 24mm in an aspect ratio of 1 : 2.
25 FRAMES PER SECOND and 180 Shutter.
RELEASE PRINTS: 35mm PRINT ON THREE PERFORATIONS per FRAME with
OPTICAL DIGITAL SOUND.
OPTICAL DIGITAL SOUND, Two tracks (One for backup), between the perforation, in the sides
of the film, or similar solutions.
PROJECTION:
35mm PROJECTOR WITH A MOVEMENT OF THREE PERFORATIONS per FRAME.
GATE 12 x 24mm in an aspect ratio of 1 : 2. Or FULL APERTURE GATE (Without any cash)
25 FRAMES PER SECOND.
OPTICAL DIGITAL SOUND.

UNIVISION 35 mm (Gate 12x24 mm) - Film " TANGO " directed by Carlos Saura - filmed in 1:2
aspect ratio.

TEMPORARY SOLUTIONS
35 mm RELEASE PRINTS :
Univision Prints (Gate 1:2) for Film Theatre with Digital Sound.
ANAMORPHIC Prints for Film Theatre with only Analog Sound.
FOUR PERFORATIONS per FRAME.
DIGITAL OR ANALOG SOUNDTRACK

PROJECTION:
Ordinary LENSES with Full Aperture if existing Digital Sound.
Ordinary ANAMORPHIC LENSES if existing only Analog Sound.
24 FRAMES per SECOND.
DIGITAL OR ANALOG SOUNDTRACK.

HIGH DEFINITION VIDEO 18 / 9 ASPECT RATIO ( 1 : 2 )
50 CYCLES.
25 IMAGES per SECOND.
STEREO SOUND TRACKS.

Ideal for medium to high budget pictures (Particularly for big romance, epic and spectacular stories).

SHOOTING:
SPHERICAL LENSES.
65mm CAMERAS WITH A MOVEMENT OF FIVE PERFORATIONS per FRAME.
GATE 24 x 48mm in an aspect ratio of 1: 2
25 FRAMES per SECOND.
RELEASE PRINTS:
65mm Print ON FIVE PERFORATIONS per FRAME WITH OPTICAL DIGITAL SOUND.
No longer necessary 70mm positive prints for Epic pictures. In EPIC UNIVISION, with Optical
Digital Sound, 65mm Negative with an aspect ratio of 1: 2 at 25 frames for seconds, by having four
times the negative area compared to Univision 35mm, those films will have a perfect image for the
Big Screen.
35mm Reduced Print ON THREE PERFORATIONS per FRAME WITH OPTICAL DIGITAL
SOUND.
PROJECTION
SPHERICAL LENSES.
65mm PROJECTOR WITH A MOVEMENT OF FIVE PERFORATIONS per FRAME.
35mm PROJECTOR WITH A MOVEMENT OF THREE PERFORATIONS per FRAME (
35mm prints).
GATE 24 x 48mm with an aspect ratio of 1 : 2
25 FRAMES per SECOND - DIGITAL SOUND.

Film "MESSIAH" to be filmed in Epic UNIVISION 65mm Gate 24x48mm Aspect ratio 1:2.
TEMPORARY SOLUTIONS
RELEASED PRINTS:
70 mm PRINTS ON FIVE PERFORATIONS per FRAME
35 mm ANAMORPHIC PRINTS ON FOUR PERFORATIONS per FRAME.
DIGITAL OR ANALOG SOUNDTRACK
PROJECTION:
70 mm PROJECTOR ON FIVE PERFORATIONS per FRAME.
35 mm PROJECTOR WITH ANAMORPHIC LENSES AT FOUR PERFORATIONS per
FRAME.
Ordinary ANAMORPHIC GATE
24 FRAMES per SECOND
DIGITAL OR ANALOG SOUNDTRACK.

